Civil Society Institutions: Essence and Role

Abstract. Introduction. There is a considerable economic effect of the activities of civil society institutions and programs that promote its development in the economically developed countries of the world. In Ukraine, the situation is significantly different, which is due to the effectiveness of civil society institutions, as well as their perception by the population, state, and business.

Purpose. The purpose of the article is to explore the features of the functioning of civil society institutions, their essence and role in the society.

Results. The article considers various scientific approaches to the interpretation of the category "civil society institution", and they are used to formulate the author's approach. Accordingly, civil society institutions are voluntary, self-governed organizations, whether formal or informal, that unite individuals and legal entities around a common idea or purpose other than making a profit. It is substantiated that the list of institutions united under the name of "civil society institutions" should include political parties, as they are entities that unite citizens around a common idea and values and, in the process of their statutory activities, they provide services to the population and promote its communication with the authorities. It is substantiated that the institutions of civil society perform 4 main functions: oppositional, creative, protective, auxiliary, which are realized by solving the tasks assigned by society to these institutions. The article considers approaches of four authoritative international organizations to the selection of the principles of formation and activity of civil society institutions. It is determined that the following principles are common to these organizations: the principle of voluntary creation; focus on public benefit; cooperation with other entities to achieve the goals; accountability; equality of rights and freedoms; and legal protection of activities.

Conclusions. Civil society institutions are voluntary, self-governed organizations, whether formal or informal, that bring together individuals and legal entities around a common idea or purpose other than making a profit. All civil society institutions have specific functions, tasks, principles of formation and activities that make them different from other similar organizations. The development of civil society creates significant economic and social effects in the developed countries of the world, which are also worth striving for in Ukraine, but this is still a long way off. The reason for this situation lies in the shortcomings of the civil society in Ukraine due to its hybrid development. These shortcomings of Ukrainian civil society can be eliminated with a developed network of civil society institutions in society. Such development can be achieved by forming a high-quality and effective strategy to promote the development of civil society at the state level and promote the activities of civil society institutions among the population.
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**Formulation of the problem.** In the economically developed countries around the world, there is a significant economic effect of activities of civil society institutions and programs to promote the development of civil society (hereinafter – CS). In particular, the analytical report "On the state of development of the CS of Ukraine", prepared by the National Institute for Strategic Studies in 2012, provides analytical data that characterize the contribution of civil society institutions in the development of the world economy [26].

– Non-governmental organizations (hereinafter – NGOs) create an average of 3% to 9% of GDP in developed countries (for example, 5% in Belgium and 7.9% in Canada);

– in the EU countries, 4.4% to 14% of the able-bodied population or at least five out of every hundred are employed in the public sector;

– in the European Union countries, there are 10 times more people working in the public sector than in the light industry, and 5 times more than in the food industry;

– in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, NGOs involve three times more internal and external investments in the social sphere than the state and municipal social institutions;

– the contribution of NGOs to the GDP of the EU countries is growing twice as fast as the contribution of light industry;

– the civil society in total is the seventh economy of the world as to the GDP (1.3 trillion conventional units, equal to the GDP of France or the United Kingdom);

– the civil society has created more than 25 million paid jobs in the world (the largest multinational corporation creates 3.5 million jobs);

– 60% of the civil society representatives (including volunteers) are engaged in providing services, 40% of them focus on social, medical and educational services.

It is expected that nowadays the role of the civil society organizations (hereinafter – CSOs) in the development of the economies of the world countries has increased; however, the Ukrainian CS is not characterized by such a contribution to the development of the national economy.

As the role of CS is not fully disclosed in Ukraine, it is necessary to look for the reasons in its institutions, as the activity of their network reflects the development and effectiveness of CS itself. Therefore, first, it is important to understand which organizations are united by the name of CSO and how they can be classified.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** The existence and development of CS have always been the subject of discussion among scholars, politicians, and journalists in independent Ukraine. Such discussions became most intense during the peaks of democracy (early 1990 the Orange Revolution of 2004–2005, the period of the Revolution of Dignity of 2013–2014, etc.).

Ukrainian and foreign scientists have paid much attention to these issues in their works. It is worth noting that the following foreign scientists made a special contribution to the study of CS: Jeffrey C. Alexander, E. Gellner, M. Edwards, A. Croissant, H. Lauth, D. Lewis, W. Merkel, N. Rosenblum, Ch. Spurk, A. Tocqueville, J. Habermas, G. Shade and J. Jung.

The following Ukrainian researchers have also investigated these issues in their works: A. Karas, V. Kopeichykov, I. Lievin, V. Morokol’steva, Yu. Pavlenko, M. Pavlovskyi, O. Polischuk, O. Pukhkal, P. Rabinovych, T. Rozova, N. Filyk, L. Khomiakov and O. Chuvardynskyi.

However, despite the achievements of the above-mentioned scholars, it should be recognized that the topic of CS is not fully studied, as scientists have paid most attention to the study of the problem as a whole or its individual aspects, including historical, political, legal, social, cultural and others. On the other hand, the institutions of civil society and their role in society have not been studied enough.

**Formulation of research goals.** The purpose of the article is to explore the features of the functioning of civil society institutions, their essence and role in society.

**Outline of the main research material.** In Ukraine and internationally, there are a lot of approaches to the interpretation of the concept of CSOs yet. Therefore, let us explore different approaches to defining this concept.

The term "civil society institution" (hereinafter – CSI) or "civil society organization" (CSO) is so widely used in everyday life that today there are different approaches to its definition. Thus, Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, summarizing different approaches to the interpretation of this concept, identifies several approaches [34]:

– CSIs are entities that in the process of their activities form public relations aimed at establishing CS;

– CSIs are institutions that combine the rules of constitutional law and other branches that regulate public relations in the relevant field and are components of a multidimensional system of constitutional law of Ukraine;

– CSI is a generic name for all ordered and structured manifestations of CS, etc.

From a legal point of view, all these approaches deserve attention and at the same time, none of them can be regarded as the absolute truth. However, given that the subject of our study is economic relations, we consider it necessary to consider those approaches to the interpretation of CSIs, which are based on the institutional essence, in more detail.

Ukrainian science is not characterized by a large number of studies based on the analysis of the functioning
of CS, and accordingly, the practice does not provide experience for defining the concept of CSOs. However, let us consider the approaches to the interpretation of CSOs (CSIs) that it suggests to be applicable.

Thus, O. Lotiuk defines a CSI as a certain organism (which has its own hierarchical structure), the members of which have a certain standardized pattern of behaviour, while the organism itself is characterized by a certain standardized activity and a certain mechanism, i.e. a set of rules governing the structure of an organization and certain activity” [20, p. 32]. Thus, this scholar emphasizes the importance of the unifying components of the CS, among which the most important are the behavioural model of CSI members and the set of rules that determine it. This approach, in our opinion, is of interest from an organizational point of view, but it does not take into account such an important element of CSO activity as its purpose.

Contrary to O. Lotiuk’s approach, V. Kuprri suggests regarding CSOs as “voluntary self-governed social structures that implement legal goals regarding personal non-property rights, do not subject to management by state bodies and do not perform the functions of such bodies” [19]. Thus, the above-mentioned scholar determines the importance not only of the legitimacy of a CSI, but also of its legality. S. Soliar also emphasizes the need to strike a balance between the legitimacy and legality of the CS, as ”...the expansion of legitimacy encourages the state to adopt new regulations that legalize prior illegal activities of CSIs” [29, p. 936].

It is worth paying attention to the statement of I. Ziatkovsky, who in 2005 stated the following: ”NGOs (public and other associations of citizens) are specific business entities that characterize the level of democratization of society” [16, p. 132-133].

In this point of view it should be mentioned that CSIs reflect the mood of the population that prevails in the state. Respectively, they are dynamic, constantly changing and evolving. For example, 30 years ago in Ukraine, which at that time was a part of the former Soviet Union, was a developed network of CSIs. However, due to the restrictions created by the Center located in Moscow, their activities were not oppositional, but they were represented by organizations united the population only by cultural and sports interests (sports clubs, chess clubs, etc.). Today, CSIs represent the full range of activities, including promoting democracy and civic education.

Foreign scholars are characterized by much greater diversity in the approaches to the definition of CSIs.

UNDP provides the following definition: CSIs are non-state actors whose purpose is neither to make profit nor to seek power. After all, they unite people to achieve common goals and interests. As we can see, UNDP focuses exclusively on the purpose of CSOs, ignoring any other characteristic features.

At the request of the World Bank, scientists at Oxford University have published a study on the functioning of the CS. According to it, CSO is a concept that covers a wide range of formal and informal networks and organizations, including non-governmental organizations and public organizations, neighbourhood and family networks [3]. By developing such an approach, British scholars have erased the limits of formalizing the CS and at the same time emphasized the importance of social capital for its development.

CS researcher, Johns Hopkins University professor Lester M. Salamon generalizes CSIs as private, non-profit, self-governed, voluntary organizations [9]. This definition, in our opinion, contains an almost exhaustive list of characteristics that a CSI has, in particular: the conditions of association of members – voluntariness, purpose – to achieve goals other than commercial interest, features of the organization and decision-making – self-government.

A. Uvarov, a representative of the Russian school of thought that studies the functioning of the CS, argues that CSIs are exclusively voluntary associations, the activities of which are formalized by the state [33, p. 2], that is, they are legal. His colleagues N. Lapin and I. Usvatov also share this point of view. In particular, N. Lapin notes that in order for a certain voluntary formation to become an element of the CS, it must be institutionalized by the state, and I. Usvatov clarifies that the institutionality and even the existence of state will is beyond doubt in modern science [34, p. 82-83].

Given the differences in all the previously mentioned approaches to the interpretation of the concept of CSI, it is interesting to separate all approaches to the definition of CSIs, just as S. Soliar has done. In order to study approaches to defining the CSIs, he has divided them into two broad groups: those that view CSIs as voluntary organizations legalized by the state, and those based on the belief that CSOs have the right to determine their own forms of existence [30, p. 936]. We consider it appropriate to apply this approach, as it reflects the substantive differences in the role of CSIs that they can play in society and the economy.

It is important to clarify that most supporters of the "state" approach to the definition of the CSIs are representatives of Russian scientific thought, while those who believe that such an approach functionally limits the activities of the CS, belong to the representatives of Western scientific thought. It should be noted that most Ukrainian scholars also share the view that the exclusion of organizations the activities of which are not illegal from the point of view of law, but prohibited by the state, from the CSOs significantly limits the role of the CS in the society and limits the democracy in such states.

Summarizing all of the above, let us formulate our own interpretation of the studied categories. Therefore, we believe that CSIs are voluntary, self-governed organizations of a formal or informal nature, uniting individuals and legal entities around a common idea or purpose of activities other than profit.

However, it should be noted that in the given study, we consider those CSIs the activities of which are of a formal nature, as the formalization of public associations...
gives them the right to participate in the redistribution of financial resources of economic entities.

The study of the finances of the CS involves a clear understanding of those entities that are united by the title "CSI". For the first time, the legislative standardization of the concept of "CSI" in Ukrainian practice was carried out in 2008 in the Procedure for promoting public examination of the activities of executive branch [25]. According to this Procedure, today (taking into account all further changes to it) CSIs unite public associations, trade unions and their associations, creative unions, associations of employers, charitable and religious organizations, community organizations, non-state media and other non-business entities and institutions legalized in accordance with the law [25].

This Procedure in its modern version is considered almost universal and covers almost the entire range of organizations that can be defined by the concept of CSI. However, it does not include political parties (hereinafter – PPs), the affiliation with the CSIs of which is contradictory because the ultimate goal of their activities is to gain and retain power. Bearing all of this in mind, we will look into the opinion of scientists on whether it is worth to include PPs in CSIs or not.

According to the Law of Ukraine "On Political Parties", a PP is a registered according to the law, voluntary association of citizens—supporters of a national program of social development, which aims to promote the formation and expression of political will of citizens and participates in elections and other political events [26].

For the most part, Ukrainian scientists classify PPs as CSIs. Thus, R. Moshynskyi attaches an important role to PPs as institutions that, "regardless of ideology, social base, structure, number of participants, etc. in their program documents, and through practical activities, pay considerable attention to national security as an objective condition for PPs" [23, p. 184-192].

In particular, M. Beliaieva also regards PPs as CSOs, emphasizing that they are an element of a constant channel of public communication with the authorities, playing an important role in resolving social conflicts peacefully [11].

At the same time, O. Mazur believes that PPs are CSOs, which is considered a factor in modernizing the electoral system [22]. Thus, this researcher considers PPs as those that directly contribute to the development of democracy in the state.

In addition, A. Chernoivanenko identifies a number of social functions performed by PPs (political representation of social interests, social integration, participation in the development, formation and implementation of the state policy, political socialization, and the formation of public opinion) [36].

The opinion expressed by V. Grabovsky and O. Mishchan is somewhat different. They believe that only those PPs that have not come to power to be CSIs [13, p. 361-365]. We want to clarify that, in our opinion, on the one hand, CSIs are those PPs that are not represented in government, because they can perform an oppositional function to the government, however, and on the other, those PPs the representatives of which have joined one or another branch of government are excluded from the CS. However, it should be clarified that the PPs that came to power do not cease to perform their basic functions; they continue to be aimed at meeting the needs of the population, can represent its interests at the highest level, and express the political will of citizens.

Thus, we can summarize that for the most part Ukrainian scientists tend to include PPs in CSIs. However, given that the world science that deals with the study of the CS has a much longer history, let us consider the approaches of foreign scientists to this matter.

As mentioned earlier, UNDP, in its approach to the definition of CSOs, excludes those PPs the activities of which are clearly aimed at gaining and retaining power. In addition, UNDP provides an exhaustive list of organizations (or their associations) that are united by the concept of "CSOs", including public organizations, professional associations, foundations, independent research institutes, community organizations, religious organizations, social movements and trade unions. We should point out that due to the much lower level of development of science and practice related to the CS, most of these organizations (except for religious organizations) operate in the form of public organizations in Ukraine.

At the same time, the approach of scientists from the Office of democracy and governance, Bureau for democracy, Conflict and Humanitarian Assistance U. S. Agency for international development is of interest. According to it, in theoretical terms, the critical difference between PPs and CSOs is that PPs operate to get state power, while CSOs do not pursue this goal. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned scholars note that in practice in the modern world this difference is so blurred that it is difficult to separate CSOs and PPs.

This way, B. Mexusani and F. Rahmani support the inclusion of PPs in CSIs arguing that they clearly formulate and generalize the interests of a particular group (or groups). By participating in democratic elections, they delegate representing the interests of these groups to official political representatives and institutions [5].

In view of the above, in the process of studying the finances of the CS, we consider it necessary to expand the existing list of CSIs, provided in the Procedure, and include PPs.

However, we should emphasize that the CS cannot help to solving all state problems, as such an opinion is not productive nor helpful to the study. The point here is not only that today many countries (including Ukraine) suffer not so much from the underdevelopment of the CS, but from its pathological development, which, as P. Sytynk argues, means its subordination to the state and neglect of common interests to satisfy private ones [28, p. 57]. Furthermore, also in the fact that the foundations of the CS are formed by the concept of democracy, which in itself has a number of negative consequences and as a result...
leads to the existence of such a pathology of development. French researcher and public figure Alexis de Tocqueville pointed out the presence of a number of shortcomings of democracy, which affect the development of the CS, in the 19th century. In his opinion, the shortcomings were the following [31]:

− envy as an exceptional product of democratic institutions, as it leads to the desire for equality among people;
− non-admission of worthy people to power, because "democracy always lacks the ability to elect worthy people, it lacks the desire and inclination to do so";
− corruption, which is characteristic of all types of political regime, but, as A. de Tocqueville acknowledges, it is in democracies that those in power are always suspected of committing certain crimes, as a result of which, in an attempt to win the support of the people, they provide support for crimes, in which they are accused;
− subjugation of the majority, which makes the individual characteristics of the person indistinct.

These shortcomings, characteristic of CS, are reflected in the economics, as their existence affects the level of the abovementioned elements of economic freedom, including equality and protection of all forms of ownership; economic freedom of various subjects in the choice of forms and implementation of entrepreneurial activity; freedom and voluntary work.

In our opinion, the shortcomings of the existence of CS and the previously identified shortcomings, which have signs of economic freedom in Ukraine, can be eliminated with a developed network of CSOs designed to socialize individuals and instil in them democratic manners and ways of thinking. This thesis was confirmed by a study carried out by French scientist A. Raymond, who argued that the social preservation of freedom requires freedom of association and a large number of associations of citizens on a voluntary basis [27].

The value of NGOs for the society is revealed through the functions they perform. There are many approaches to their classification. French civil society researcher Alexis de Tocqueville was one of the first to disclose the value of the existence of voluntary public associations for society [17, p. 255-256]. He pointed out two main functions of public organizations, namely:

1. Semiotic function means the intellectual development and improvement of human feelings of individuals by creating appropriate conditions for free interpersonal communication of public organization members;
2. Comparison of power, government, and state with the freedom of an individual through groups of common interest or through public activity, the purpose of which is the common good of the general public.

We may state that this approach to defining the functions performed by CSIs is not only still relevant, but also raises the economic component to a new level. Thus, in today's globalized world, an important part of intellectual development involves the development of the individuals in the economic sphere, because economic and financial literacy occupies a prominent place in their lives. First of all, this applies to those who are engaged in production, because the personal financial and economic literacy of those employed in this area significantly depends on the specifics of the formation and initial distribution of financial resources in the economy. This also applies to those employed in the non-productive sector, including those employed in CSOs. The function of comparing power, government and the state with the freedom of an individual resonates with the features of CS, which are inherent in the economy (equality and protection of all forms of ownership; freedom and voluntariness based on free choice of forms and types of work; economic freedom of citizens and their associations, other subjects of economic relations in the choice of forms and implementation of entrepreneurial activity).

The former Soviet Union recognized the existence of two functions of the public organizations. These functions were legally enshrined at the level of the USSR constitution. Such functions were:

1. participation in solving public issues;
2. direct satisfaction of individual, personal interests and needs of members of the organization and some of their rights [18]. However, in view of the declarative status of the existence of the public organizations themselves in the USSR, and the role of the state in solving problems at all levels of society, talking about the actual realization of the functions of the public organizations, is pointless.

With the development of science and research methods, the number of functions of public organizations that have been allocated by scientists has increased. Most researchers agree that public organizations perform four main functions, which can be divided into two groups [15; 36]:

1. The functions aimed at improving the system of power in the state:
   A) opposition function (limitation of excessive centralization of state power by responding to decisions of state authorities, appealing to public opinion, creation of alternative proposals, etc.);
   B) creative function (development of various programs and diversification of services provided by NGOs).

2. The functions aimed at satisfying the interests of members of organizations:
   A) a protective function (protecting the interests of participants from state structures by setting requirements, forming applications, identifying legislative initiatives, providing direct material and psychological assistance, as well as such radical methods as acts of public disobedience, rallies, strikes, hunger strikes, protests, picketing, etc.);
   B) function of assistance (assistance in solving personal problems of members through the authorities).

In our opinion, as in the case of the functions allocated by A. de Tocqueville, within each of the four above-mentioned functions of the public organizations, we can distinguish an economic component. Thus, the economic component of the opposition function of public
There are other approaches to defining the functions performed by the public organizations. Thus, some scholars additionally add educational, staffing, integration, communicative, control, human rights, social control, organizational, economic, financial, logistical, informational, normative, etc. [4; 10; 23, p. 26]. It is believed that these functions (additional) are not independent, but derivative of the basic ones and their allocation is not mandatory. However, given the interconnections and interdependencies of the CS itself and the economy, they should be distinguished not as separate functions, but as a separate unit, which together with the social element serves as the socio-economic base for the remaining functions of the public organizations.

In this way, the functions performed by the Ukrainian public organizations could be schematically shown as follows on the fig. 1.

![Figure 1 – Functions performed by CSI and their social and economic basis](image)

*Source: compiled by the author*

Each NGO sets a number of tasks and objectives. Therefore, their activities are aimed at the solution of these tasks. The list of such tasks is enshrined in the charter of the organizations and depends on the specifics of their activities. However, based on the above-mentioned definitions of the essence of the public organizations and their functions, it is possible to form groups of tasks facing the NGOs. Thus, in our opinion, public organizations are called to perform the following tasks [30]:

- realization of rights and freedoms of citizens;
- satisfaction and protection of common interests of citizens;
- supply of resources, provision of services to citizens;
- alleviating suffering of the poor;
- achievement of social or political goals;
- protection of the environment;
- community development.

It should be noted here that in modern society the opposition function (Fig. 1) is the most important, because it helps to highlight the content of the existence of CSOs in this society. Moreover, it means that CSOs are institutions independent of the State and the will of the authorities.

Schematically, the interaction of the sphere of CS (as a sector expressed by CSIs) and such spheres as the State, Business and Family is presented in Fig. 2, which demonstrates the approach of the London Center for Civil Society.
As we can see from Fig. 2, the CS occupies an intermediate sector between the State, Business and the Family. Thanks to this location the interests of the other three spheres are articulated, but it is the CS that remains separated from them.

Many scholars believe that the implementation of the CSIs tasks is based on the principles of non-profit activity (which underlies the activities of all CSIs). Such principles include economic and legal separation, self-sufficiency and financial responsibility [14, p. 94]. It is important to note that these principles significantly distinguish non-profit organizations from business entities, which are based on completely different principles [12].

Around the world, there are a number of organizations that determine the principles of formation and operation of CSOs. Such organizations are the Caux Round Table for Moral Capitalism (hereinafter – Round Table), Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor of the USA, OSCE, and various non-governmental platforms (hereinafter – NGOs). We have generalized their approaches to the selection of the principles of formation and operation of CSIs are presented in Fig. 3.

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2 – CS as an intermediate sphere (Model of the London Center for Civil Society)**

*Source: [7]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round Table</th>
<th>Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor of USA</th>
<th>OSCE</th>
<th>NGO platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– integrity of activity; – public benefit; – transparency of activity; – participatory management; – independence of activities; – respect for the law; – care; – accountability.</td>
<td>– the right of individuals to join NGOs; – compliance with restrictions on international legal obligations; – freedom of peaceful activity; – legislative promotion of peaceful NGO activities; – equality before the law; – the right to receive financial support from residents and non-residents; – freedom of speech and expression of ideas; – freedom of access to the media; – extensive cooperation with other entities; – legal protection of the above-mentioned rights.</td>
<td>– voluntary creation; – freedom of expression; – equality of rights and responsibilities; – judicial protection of rights.</td>
<td>– accountability; – cooperation and collaboration; – focus on human rights; – increase local capacity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3 – Principles of creation and activity of NGOs of leading international organizations**

*Source: generalized by the author on the basis of [1;2;6;8]*
Visualization of the principles of NGOs (Fig. 4) makes it possible to identify the principles that are most important for NGOs, as they are common to all researched organizations. Such principles (in one interpretation or another) are the principles of voluntary creation; focus on public benefit; cooperation with other entities to achieve the goal; accountability; equality of rights and freedoms; and legal protection of activities.

Conclusions. Institutions of civil society are voluntary, self-governed organizations of a formal or informal nature that unite individuals and legal entities that believe in the same idea or activities not connected to receiving profit. All institutions of the civil society have special functions, perform, fundamental principles of establishing and activities, which make them differ from other similar organizations. At the same time, as organizations that represent the interest of the population and are as close as possible to the population (because their founders and participants are representatives of the population), they are dynamic and reflect the mood of the society and the general state of society and economy. Moreover, their development can go ahead of the general state of development of society, "pulling" it to higher level. The development of the civil society has created significant economic and social effects in the developed countries of the world. In the economic sphere, they play an important role in the formation of GDP and GRP, create additional jobs, are innovative and attract domestic and foreign investment. Their contribution to the development of the social sphere is characterized by representing the interests of members and the population in general, their protection, promoting the education of the population and so on.

This effect should be the same in Ukraine, however, it will be very long before it will be so. The reason for the development of this issue lies in the shortcomings of the civil society of Ukraine due to the hybridity of its development. These shortcomings of the civil society could be eliminated by a quality and effective strategy of promoting the development of civil society on the state level and activity of civil society institutions among the population.
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